
Beatslearning Web Design Proposal

Introduction
Hello and thanks for the opportunity to present this to you. Further to our meeting I’ve put
together this proposal, showing our understanding of your needs. Our solution and a detailed
project breakdown of how we will approach the design and development of your new site.

As I see it the core goal will be to help Beats Learning produce a more up to date website that
conveys the company's character, mission and services in an authentically creative style.

With that in mind an emphasis will be placed on the following;

- Through our design we aim to strike a fine balance between a functional education
company and a creative performing arts home where people understand the value
Beats Learning brings.

- We will design a clean, easy to navigate responsive website. That easily
communicates the benefits of both the education and musical side of the business to
course participants, schools and potential clients.

- Develop a stronger brand profile across the website that better conveys the feel, tone
of voice and unique experience that lies within Beats Learning.

- Better present your services using clear call to actions, content material such as
images, videos and featured posts. Which in turn will encourage visitors to not only
take up your services, but also help them feel like they understand who you are.

- We understand that there are certain government bodies and guidelines you have to
operate under. So the site will convey a level of trust by displaying any accreditation,
official GDPR notifications, T&C’s and Privacy Policy pages.

To achieve this we suggest that the site be built on a custom wordpress platform. Designed
and developed to suit your specific needs. This will allow you to manage onsite content, make
ongoing changes and updates. Without being tied to any webmaster unless technically
necessary.

Wordpress is heavily favoured by search engines, which can help as you rank in the search
engines for revenue generating search terms. It is a content management platform well suited
to creative people and businesses. That sits on top of a fast delivery CDN network so your
website will always load quickly across all browsers and devices.

Project management wise we will utilise google hangouts video meetings, google drive
folders and www.slack.com for ease of communication. This will help all members of the team
have an easy input and follow the progress of the project either via the desktop or mobile
phone application.

http://www.slack.com
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PROJECT PROPOSAL

Brainstorming (Week 1)

In week 1 we will come together and conduct a brainstorming session. You will be provided
with a google drive folder where we will all deposit our ideas. Be that any images, fonts,
artwork or animations you would like to be considered.

Wireframing (Week 2)

Based on the brief and brainstorming session in week 1 we will sketch out and present 3
wireframe variations. This will help decide the layout of the website e.g;

(PHASE 1) - Initial Design (Week 2 - 3)

Now that we have the basic structure of the site outlined. We can begin to piece together the
ideas from the brainstorming and wireframing decisions. At this stage if all 3 wireframes look
good to you we can produce 3 initial designs and move forward with the winner.

Artwork and Animations Effects (Week 3)

During week 2 - 3 we will send across some artwork and animation styles for you to choose.
These will range from navigation buttons, scroll effects, website preload and any picture or
character animations based on your specs. By week 3 we should have an idea of what you
like and will review the options to take forward. This can be communicated easily through
Slacks project management tool.

(PHASE 2) - Second Design Review (Week 3 - 5)

Here we will take a thorough critique of the site and begin to decide on a final version. We
can also start to discuss functionality and website copy.

https://slack.com/intl/en-gb/
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Functionality (Week 6)

As the heading suggests at this point we will look at all of the functionality options Including;
● Header menu animation and position.
● Popup notification panel for GDPR etc.
● Webchat design and position
● All onsite forms and newsletter capture.
● Main offer section i.e. the section where you currently have the traineeships

Site Copy & content (Week 6 - 7)

In places we’ve noticed page content to be a little sparse. I think there could be a bit more
copy on page and we are happy to write more for each page as you guide us. Some free
content one pagers or ebooks should be created. We can assist in producing these for your
best services, they can then be offered in exchange for people's contact info e.g.

Now that the site is taking shape we can start to finalise what pictures and videos you want
produced, how many and where on site to place them. See here for examples of our video
and photography work - LINK

https://www.sparkpointdigital.com/beatslearning
https://www.sparkpointdigital.com/beatslearning
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(PHASE 3) - Final Design Review (Week 8)

Now the front end design is almost complete. We will have produced a fully clickable
prototype design. That you’ll be able to click and tab through in an online environment.
Mimicking the exact look and feel of a coded/developed responsive website.

This stage is to uncover any final changes and critiques so that we can go full steam ahead
and begin coding the engine that will power the website.

Site Development (Week 8 - 12)

We will encode all of the necessary elements needed to power a slick and aesthetically
pleasing website. These include

- Fully responsive across all devices and browsers
- CDN Network built in for fast loading
- Search Engine Optimised design
- Google analytics and Facebook Pixel connection
- Optimised video, image file sizes and hosting
- Backend user access portal to manage website
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Testing & Pre-launch Review (Week 12)

The site will be given to yourselves plus a closed user group to run through all the necessary
checks. The aim here is to find any bugs or broken code that may have snuck in during the
development process.

Launch (Week 12)

Once all testing has been completed across all devices and browsers. We are ready to
launch. You and the chosen members of your team will be given user access rights and we
will upload the finished website onto your hosting servers.

Post-Launch Support & User Tutorial (Dates TBC)

A 1 hour session can be conducted with your webmaster or team member. This is to help
them use the wordpress platform easily.

Tutorial videos will also be recorded and kept on a private page to help support any frequent
tasks you will need to complete going forward. 1 years support is included and any additional
major changes you might have will be priced starting from £25 per hourly rate.

Costs & Timeframes
I estimate that this project will take no longer than 12 weeks to complete. This includes all
website design and development. Photography and videography as well as any training and
support during the launch.

The breakdown of costs are below;

ITEM Subtotal

Wordpress Custom Website Design + Animations £1,750

Wordpress Custom Website Development £3,000

Wordpress Website Installation & 1yr General Support £250

Sub Total £2,500
Total £5,000

Note: costs associated with photography and videography can be provided separately.


